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Fit PES for methane-water systems combining:
○ high-level quantum chemistry: CCSD(T)-F12
○ machine learning: GAP [1]
■ GAP (Gaussian Approximation Potentials):
○ fast (1,000,000x than input method)
○ transferable
○ accurate
○ systematically improvable

figure: Ken Jordan, 2008

The molecular crystalline structure is built from
water cages connected to each other containing
one methane molecule each.

Methodology
■ Many-body expansion:

- The GAP-corrections are in the 2B and 3B terms for the classical models
(SCME- and TTMxF -models) but only in the 2B terms for the DFT-s
(BLYP, PBE, PBE0)
- The DFT+GAP-s are from Ref. [2]

EN = E1B + E2B + E3B + Ebeyond-3B
Partridge-Schwenke PES
H2O, CH4

■

▪ GAP & PIP & BPNN
Force fields

GAP

eg. SCME, TTM-models

Gaussian Approximation Potentials (GAP)
Fit the PES on a database:

{geometry + energy, (forces)}

Energy function in the space of kernel basis functions:
Minimise the loss function:
As shown in Ref. [3] for the water 2B & 3B energies, GAP is comparable with other
state-of-the-art fitting methods: PIP (permutationally invariant polynomials) and BPNN

■

(Behler-Parinello neural networks) when fed the same inputs of energy differences.

Quantum mechanics: CCSD(T)-F12
CCSD(T)-F12 test calculations on CH4-H2O 2B:
Differences from database (orange) changing:
● basis set settings:
○ AVTZ
○ basis1: default=AVTZ,H=VTZ
○ basis2: H=VTZ,O=AVTZ,C=AVTZ
● using counterpoise (CP) correction or not (noCP)

▪ Cohesive energy of methane clathrate
The energy minimum is at the experimental lattice
constant but there’s still a difference from DMC.
(DMC result is from Ref. [4])
Concerns & questions:
- whether DMC and CCSD(T)-F12 are
comparable on that scale?
- different level of theory in inputs
- fits could be improved more.
- 4B effects are more important than thought?

▪ Methane-water 2B fits (input: MP2)
fitting on energy

fitting on energy & force

Conclusions
▪ Better fit including both E & E’ than only E.
▪ GAP & PIP & BPNN result in similar fits fitted only on E-s
▪ GAP-corrected water force fields achieve higher accuracy than DFTs with shorter
evaluation time
▪ Largest errors are in >3B terms for water
Fitting including the forces reduces overfitting

▪ CH4-H2O interaction terms are not enough accurate yet.
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